Hi NIST PQC Team, and participants.

I would like to express my desire for NIST to select BOTH Dilithium and Falcon for standardization.

Dilithium is a considerate design - it made best effort attempt at minimizing ciphergram sizes while ensuring correct implementations are relatively easy. I would like NIST consider choosing this scheme as the primary lattice-based digital signature scheme.

Falcon on the other hand is sophisticated - it made every attempt at minimizing ciphergram size, at the sacrifice of quite some simplicity. As noted in some presentations at the workshop, there are desire for NIST at least to include such a compact signature scheme, e.g. in automobile communication network, as bandwidth in such environments are a scarce resource.

I propose selecting all 3 primary parameters of Dilithium for general-purpose use, while approving Falcon for limited use, where side-channel protections are adequate, even if this means hardware components would be involved (e.g. approving Falcon with hardware Gaussian sampler or hardware-only implementations of Falcon as is the case with stateful hash-based signatures).

Regards, DannyNiu/NJF.